## Camp Journal $15
Keep track of your summer days with this new camp journal.

## Mood Pens $2
Each pen has the Camp Conowingo logo and is heat activated to change color. Choice of blue, orange, red, purple, or green.

## Camp Conowingo Charm Bracelet $8
Keep camp with you all year long!

*Charm may also be purchased separately for $2*

## Camp Map Bandana $5
Comes in your choice of black ink on white fabric, or white ink on black fabric (shown). Great for face or head coverings. Tie-dye the white one and make it your own!

## Camp Conowingo Spray Fan $14
Keep cool this summer with this 13 oz Camp Conowingo spray fan. Comes with batteries.

## Whisper Lantern $13
Light up summer nights with just a whisper. Comes with batteries.

---

**To Order**
Send an email to gscmstore@gscm.org or fill out the form at bit.ly/tradingpostathome